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From the President…..Elaine Amenta
I do love the fall! I grew up in Northern England and we called it “autumn”. I remember
being a small child and walking to school (yes, uphill, all
the way!) and the wind would blow right through my coat.
The fields behind my house would turn from bright green
to dark brown and the farm equipment would all be put
away into the barns. Night time came early but the sunsets
would be spectacular. “Red sky at night, shepherds
delight” my lovely Dad would say. Oh how a child’s mind
can take pictures and hold them in the memory bank!
Our President behind bars at
Kawartha Downs. (David O’Rourke)
photo)

Today I, like many of you, rely on the camera to take those pictures and we rely on our
outings chair, David O’Rourke, to arrange outings for us to go on and capture memories. If
you have not taken the time to go on an outing then now is the time. The colours are
changing, the geese are flying away and the signs of “autumn” are all around us. Let’s
capture some memories!
We welcomed five new members at our September 3rd meeting. We have quite the active
membership and I, along with the Executive, are planning a year of exciting outings,
exhibitions, programs, tech talks and more. If you have any ideas you want to share please
come see me at the meetings. This is your club, jump in, let us know what you want. Please
share your works with us by sending photos to the Tech chair Andreas Gada (see the
website on how to do this), or offer to share a topic at a tech talk evening. Enjoy these cool
evenings for we all know what lies ahead!
IN THIS ISSUE: From Our President, 1; Featured Photographer, 2 – 5; Outings,6 – 9; NPC
Bulletin Board, 10; Palouse Photography, 11 – 12; Travels With Al, 13 – 14; Members’ Photos, 15 – 17
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Laurie Robertson!!!
<Larry Keeley photo

Where were you born?
New Westminster, BC
(suburb of Vancouver)
What is – or was – your occupation? Accountant (CMA)
working in software support.
List some of the places where you have travelled:
Northern BC, Alberta, West coast USA, South Africa, Holland,
Nova Scotia

Great Blue Heron

Far Horizons

Am I not a beauty?!!
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Laurie Robertson…….
What are some of your favourite hobbies? Photography, reading, playing the piano, and
cooking. I grew up in the beautiful landscapes of the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley,
spending time outside whenever I wasn’t indoors.

Dragon Fly

Which type of camera do you mostly use? I
currently use a Nikon D3100 most of the time, with a
great little pocket camera, the Panasonic Lumix, as
my backup.
Grist Mill

Oscar
Moon Over Grand River, Cambridge
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Featured Photographer/Laurie
Robertson…….
Through a Pipe!

Trumpet tree

Summer Meadow

Water Nymph

What are your favourite subjects to photograph?
My favourite subjects are landscapes, wild flora/fauna, and architecture, and it’s hard to say
which one I like best. I generally don’t like taking photos of humans or domestic animals –
though recently, I’ve found a very absorbing subject in a ‘certain’ NPC Club member. I am
always on the lookout for birds, flowers and insects simply for their beauty and the thrill of
examining these beings in detail on the computer at my leisure later on. For landscapes and
architecture, I look for two things: a unique vantage point (usually higher or lower than the
normal standing viewpoint), and for some sort of pattern – usually repeating or geometric
shapes.
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Laurie Robertson, con’t……
Briefly tell us about a unique experience you have had, related to your photography.
One highlight of my photographic life was a 2008 trip to Cape Town, renowned for its huge
numbers of flowers unique to that climate, as well as its
world-famous botanical gardens at Kirstenbosch. I spent
the majority of my time capturing images of flowers – so
much so that my companions were heard to complain –
“What? Not another photo! Isn’t it time to go now??”

Abstract
Water Follies
(Ed. note: These are lovely photos, Laurie, and ‘Monie’ wants to extend his/her personal
thanks for sharing them with our members. It is obvious that you have a great eye for
capturing a variety of images and your submitting them to our newsletter is much
appreciated!)

“PUN ography”….
I stayed up all night to see where the sun went. Then it dawned on me.

I'm reading a book about anti-gravity. I just can't put it down.
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….. David O’Rourke

Ray Williams photo

George Gillespie photo

Allan Short photo
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OUTING PHOTOS CONT’D…..

Russ Donaldson photo
Russ Donaldson photo

<<George Gillespie photo

Terry Carpenter photos below
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Outings Column for the Monitor
by David O’Rourke

The September 13th outing to Kawartha Downs proved to be a lot of fun but very
challenging indeed. It got dark fast (we weren’t allowed to use flash), and it became hard to
focus on the speeding horses, much less shoot them with little blur. One thing for sure—all
of us learned a lot about our cameras as we tried to push them to their limits. It was a great
learning experience.
Allan Short’s September 26th Outing to Healey Falls, the Churchkey Brewery, and Peter’s
Woods is being postponed to Wednesday, October 3rd due to the rainy weather that is in
the forecast for this coming Wednesday. Terry Self recommends picking up a Neutral
Density Filter for the Falls shoot, and gives the following website for your perusal:
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/neutral-density-filters.htm That leaves just
the trip to downtown Toronto for September, and that will be on Sunday, September 30th.
Our first stop will be to shoot the Frank Gehry-designed exterior of the Art Gallery of
Ontario before walking down the street to shoot the Ontario College of Art and Design, an
incredible building that stands on stilts. If you’re not into architecture, you can choose
instead to walk down the street in the other direction to colourful Chinatown. We’ll then
grab a burger but, before heading home, we’ll stop at Kensington Market, a very popular
outing for the Club last year. The streets will be closed off to make it a car-free zone for the
afternoon, which will make it perfect for shooting the many unique characters who delight
in parading there.
In October we have another three outings planned: Allan Short’s postponed Outing to
Healey Falls, the Churchkey Brewery, and Peter’s Woods; an Outing to Second Marsh in
Oshawa led by Bob Bell; and a sunrise shoot in Grafton led by Allan Short. Dates for these
Outings will be announced on the Club Members’ page as soon as they become available.

Photo Quote: Full awareness of what makes a good photo is essential in taking great
photographs. Why would anyone be interested in this photo and what elements can be
included or excluded to make it truly great? Ansel Adams
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NPC Outing Photos con’t……

NPC outing to Kawartha Downs – David O’Rourke photo

<<<Allan Short photo
David O’Rourke photo
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 http://www.ultimate-photo-tips.com/Worth_a_Thousand_Words-backissues.html
……posted by Larry Keeley
 www.robkennedyphotos.com ….Rob Kennedy newsletter, posted by Bob Robertson
 Rob Kennedy workshops: www.robkennedyphotos.com rkennedy000@sympatico.ca
 See also: Autumn in Claringdon workshop by Rob Kennedy.
 http://www.ultimate-photo-tips.com/trash4flash.html.... posted by Russ Donaldson
 “Not One, Not Two, How About Three!!!”….ask Russ for this URL.
 Hi fellow Photographers:

Just letting everyone know of my new photography courses this fall at Fleming College
Cobourg and *NEW courses at Peterborough Fleming Campus.
Please click the link below for more information or visit my new site at
www.cindytaylor.com for more info as well. I have designed a new program, suitable
for beginners to intermediate! …. posted by Cindy Taylor
 Patrick Notley Photography…. ask Russ Donaldson for URL to beautiful photographs.
 Jeff Gardner has returned from summer holidays and is available to print on canvas
or fine art papers. If you are interested in gallery quality printing please see:
http://www.jeffgardner.ca ….posted by Jeff Gardner
 The Robots have arrived at Primitive Designs! These amazing pieces were
commissioned specifically for Primitive Designs' 10 year anniversary, so help us
celebrate!...posted by Larry Keeley
 Palouse Shots from Jeff Gardner: Click the following link to download the
file(s):https://www.sendbigfiles.com/d5f623696f85f154977170f2582ac577
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Palouse Photography submitted by Jeff Gardner

4:30am - sunrise soon, time to hit the road. Palouse in south eastern Washington
state - one of the great farming areas of North America was waiting.
In the fall of 2011 I put out the word that I wanted to go to Palouse - the Tuscany
of America. Cheryl Hutton, Brian Hart, Stephen Della Casa and I, Jeff Gardner,
made the trip this year in early August.
Our trip leader, André Gallant, was wonderful and gently nudged us out into the
warm mornings and hot lazy afternoons. We couldn’t have captured the
wonderful shots we did without him and we all felt that we couldn’t recommend
him enough. Check out his web site http://andregallant.com and consider one of
his workshops.
It’s really hard to take a bad shot in Palouse. Here are a few of my shots taken
from one of the local hills. We will be putting together a group slide show in the
fall and will include some of the aerial shots we took as well (I have a few that
remind me of sensuous ice cream - thick rich chocolate melting into a golden
field of grain).
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Palouse Photograph by Jeff
Gardner. (See bulletin Board
and pg. 11 for more photos
and write-up of this
fascinating trip. Ed.

Richard Looye submits the
following:

This was taken on Wolfe
Island south of Kingston this
summer. "The Past Meets
the Future" I call it. The
farms are dying off and the
windmills have taken over.
There are almost one
hundred of these machines in
place now. They are
ubiquitous as one cannot be anywhere on the island without one or several windmills
"marring" or "enhancing" the view.
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intrepid and trigger-

happy photographer is back with more of his fascinating photographs. His report is as
follows:
“Well, I am back. It is now the time of year
where it starts to get interesting, soon those
green leaves of summer will be gone, giving
way to the bright colours of fall
(Hallelujah). To start off , I had to go up to
Toronto, and as I always keep the camera in

the car I decided to be reflective, that is not
looking inward, but outward, trying to do
an “Alasdair”- to shoot reflections, well in
my own way.
This past week I have been a busy little
image taker. On the 19th, I was in Picton,
with a group, went to Macaulay Mountain

Conservation Area and got a nice
night image of Macaulay House
Museum. On Friday night, I was at the
Port Hope Jazz Festival (free), the
band that did the music of Chicago
were great, got some nice images, and
who else was there but Alasdair
(Gillespie).
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Travels With Al……
On Saturday, which also
happened to be Autumn Equinox,
again in Picton at Glenwood
Cemetery, there was a special
Veteran’s Day Service. This is a
very pretty cemetery with all the
trees set on over 60 acres of
rolling hills. In another couple of
weeks it will be amazing for
colours. It will also make a great
morning winter shoot with fresh
snow, trees and the rolling hills.
The last was on Sunday, down at Cobourg Harbour. The sky was blue, the sun was out,
some clouds, however the wind was moving them around OK you can guess what
happened. Take camera, wide angle lens, tripod, cell phone, big-stopper and if you
answered “time and motion” well, you would be right. The cell phone used as a timer as I
needed just short of 3 minutes to expose the shot. Next week will also be busy as I am
leading the club up to Healey Falls, and a bunch of other spots I know of. Then on
Thursday I am going up to Bracebridge for 4 days. Hope to have something worth showing
when I return and then I think I will also be leading a sunrise shot on October 4th, but
check with David.”

Morning Sunlight
by
Terry Self
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Sherrie Greig Photography

Osprey with cat fish

Belted Kingfisher

Lesser Yellowlegs

Patricia Calder photography

Patricia Calder photography
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Don Smith photography ^^^

Reaching, Mary Talbot photography

Trinidad de Cuba, Mary Talbot photography
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More members’ photos
submitted by Chris Godsell

Chris Godsell photo

Chris Godsell photo

“You’ve got how many lenses???”
Alasdair
Gillespiephoto
photo
Bob Robertson

Alasdair Gillespie photos
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NPC ‘Buddy’ Program
Several members have expressed disappointment about their not being selected for our
Buddy program. In fact, many names remained in the ‘pot’ after our last meeting. We will
offer the opportunity again at our October meeting and those who are interested will have
a second chance to participate. Encouraging comments were received. Read below:

Terry Self chose my name as his NPC Buddy for the month of September. After
sharing some ideas about "multiple exposures" with me, we set out to practise this setting
on our Nikon cameras. I chose Port Hope's Ganaraska River as a suitable subject for our
time together. I was a little uneasy about using this technique to capture images of
fishermen in action, so Terry helped me with this skill. It was a most rewarding outing and
I learned that I could make use of the settings on my camera in a more extensive way.
Terry and I both hope our club will have more "Buddy"experiences”…Dawn Knudsen

At our last meeting, I drew Bryan Marjoram’s name as my Buddy. We made contact
and set a date for an outing. We ended up going to Primitive Designs as it was raining and
had a great few hours shooting. I have included 2 photos I took for the Monitor. As for the
Buddy system, I think it’s a good idea. It gets members to go out together and get to know
each other as well as learn from each other.” Diego Fabris

My Buddy was Terry Self.

Being new to the club, to the area, and to the country, I
appreciated getting to know another member somewhat better. Terry showed me an area
he visits regularly, the Goodrich Loomis Conservation Area. He also shared some
photographic techniques. It was great.
I think the programme is a good idea. Not everyone, though, may be able to spend the time
on it. I suppose a somewhat regular attendance to the outings would be a good alternative
in my particular case. …..Eduard Merbis
>>

I hosted a coffee & photo chat with my Buddy, Mary Talbot. During our visit I
shared some of my photos and slideshows. We also discussed many photographic topics. I
appreciated Mary’s observations and insightfulness. We hope to, at some date, have a
reciprocal visit. We think the 'photo buddy' idea is a good one!....Alasdair Gillespie
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..

